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Historically, the majority of families had health insurance. That is why the insurance companies have
been resisting, and why the insurance companies are still resisting. The supply of family members to

do this is declining. If you have two or three young adults, they will go on and have families, but if you
have a couple of grandparents, they may not. In terms of the family, when you are talking about the
household, what you are doing is moving from an organization based on the extended family into the

individual family. In America, about 80 percent of the households that own a house is a household
with one of the grandparents, which is about 55,000 households. That is still a large proportion. The

other problem with this is that the current generation is even smaller than it was when the family was
two parents and a kid. For example, one result of the young generation size is that that their parents
are not present, and that means that people are not watching out for their own children. So it is not

that you have too many families for the care. The three men were born into the relatively prosperous
middle class. The DeGruttolas lived in the exclusive suburb of Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn, New

York City, and had recently moved there from a Upper East Side address. They held steady jobs for a
few years but always found the money for enough to squander. They paid for countless young

girlfriends, baby supplies, and their parents expensive educations. DeGruttola was beginning to
seriously consider his future when an older friend who still worked for the company that

manufactured Kaypro personal computers told him of a job as a marketing engineer to come to Japan.
The pay was good, and he was planning a trip to Europe to visit his wife, mother, and children for

Christmas. So, in 1983, DeGruttola left his job at Kaypro and moved to Tokyo. The first thing he did
when he arrived was to take a workshop at a Yasuhiro Nikaido workshop, learning the art of

traditional Japanese woodworking. He got there just in time to see his family celebrate the passing of
a relative. When he returned to Japan, DeGruttola joined a friend who was working at a small video

game company making a small-but-unique handheld game. It was far from the PlayStation, but it had
a CPU about as powerful as a Game Boy and could hold a few games.
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(msx) are well represented. they are justly proud of the 1ghz 8088 that they have designed in-house. the
japanese manufacturer’s little-known subsidiary, access technology, ltd is there too and so is blue moon.

one of the speakers, chris litton, is from microsoft who by the late 80s had somewhat lost touch with
practical matters outside of the writing of software on the company’s flagship product, ms-dos. his slides
and notes from his presentation to the exce conference are archived on his cambridge university website:

with his technical background, chris had wondered whether the 8088 would work and he was amazed
when the hardware itself proved to be “quite perfect”. he was even more surprised when the program

actually worked! i can’t remember the details but the software only functioned if the operand stack was
not zeroed upon entering the routine but it was! gibson, by then at the prestigious mit, had earlier worked

on the cisc-based 6502 and was at msx’s stall when he discovered that the 8088 was for sale. he could
only buy one of them because he had no place to store it. the 8088 (intel’s first 8-bit microprocessor) and
8086 (intel’s second 8-bit microprocessor) were originally developed to be the primary processors for the
ibm pc. unfortunately, the 8088 was so far behind the ibm xt/386 as to be forgotten, and it only survived
the ibm pc/at as a failed attempt to produce a pc-compatible replacement for the intel 8087 (intel’s first

8-bit math coprocessor). ibm was more concerned with the release of the pc/xt and os/2 1.x than with the
8088, and the 8088 remained a forgotten relic. 5ec8ef588b
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